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12 Salukis Hit
Scoring Column

Grad Fac~lty
Of 2 Campuses
To Convene
The annual graduate faculty
meeting for members of both
Stu campuses will be held at
10 a.m. Dec. 12 in Furr Auditorium of the University
School.
David T. Kenney, acting
dean of the Graduate School,
said the agenda for the meeting would be as follows:
An election will be held to
fill vacancies on the Graduate Council. Three positions
from the Carbondale campus
and two from the Edwardsville campus will be filled.
Nominations for these vacancies are being made by
mail.
Several members of the administration will make a repon to the graduate faculty.
Professor Harold M. Kaplan, chairman of the Graduate Council and the graduate
faculty. will preSent the written annual repon of the Graduate Council to the faculty.
Professor Kaplan will be
assisted by Kenney and Prof.
C. Addison Hickman, formerly
dean of the Graduate School.
Kenney said bus transportaion will be provided for the
Edwardsville faculty.

Sectioning to Close
Week of Dec. 7

Preregistration for the winter quarter ended Wednesday. Only program changes
will be processed from now
until the end of the quaner,
with the exception of the week
of Dec. 7.
Sectioning for those program changes will be closed
that week but will reopen Dec.
14 and will remain open during Christmas vacation.

.

HOLD IT! - SIU's George O'Neill (No. 12) seems
to be saying to an Oklahoma State player who is
aiming at the basket in the season's cage opener.

O'Neill proved to be a formidable foe. He led the
Salukis, chalking up 23 points.
(Photo by Hal Stoelzle)

Carbondale Population Now Put at 18,504,
For a Gain of 3,834 Over the 1960 Ceruw

C:1rbondale's population now stands at approximately 18,504, preliminary
It was incorrectly reponed census figures show.
Wednesday that sectioning
This is an increase of3,834
would be open for program over the 1960 census figure
changes every day except of 14,670 living in the city.
Christmas from now until the
However, it does not reend of the quaner.
flect the total figure living

in the city because more than students who have permanent
8,000 SIU students live in addresses in the city. but did
city housing at least nine not count students who ~aid
months of the year. The stu- their permanent addresses
dent population drops in the were in other cities or stusummer months.
dents who lived on campus.
Officials said the census
Results of the census make
takers, who went from door Carbondale the largest city
to door last month, counted in Southern IlI-inois.

Southern picked up its second basketball victory in two
nights Wednesd~ly by overpowering North Dakota State
82-50 before ..I crowd of 3, ..03
in the Arena.
Both tCelms got off to slow
starts in the first half. Southern didn't get a goal until
George l\1cNeill pumped in a
211-foot jumper to tic the score
at -l--l with about four and a
half minutes gone in the first
half. About a minute later Joe
Ramsey hit with two long ones
from the side to put Southern
ahead to stay.
l.eading 8-5, the Saluki.;
ran up a string of 16 straight
points before the Bison could
add to their total. With the
early lead, coach Jack Hartman began to bring in the
reserves midway through the
first half. In all, 14 men got
imo actiol' for Southern ilnd 12
of them entered the scoring
column.
Once agJin the tough Saluki
defem'e aided in building up
the kad as they blocked several shots al1d knocked down
numerous Rison passes. The
defensive pressure also resulted in some sloppy ballhandling and passing by North
Dakota State.
At the half the Salukis held
a commanding 4-l-18Iead. The
scoring for Southe:-n in the
first half was even with Walt
Frazier and Bill Lacy. both
reserves, each pumping in
seven points.
llnlike
Tuesday's
game
a):(ail1s[ Oklahoma State when
a'dramatic second half surge
was needed for Victory, tr.e
5.11uki8 were able to coast to
a victory Wednesday night.
Southern didn't dominate play
throughout to the extent it
did in the first half, but the
Salukis still maintained their
superiority on the boards.
Good offensive rebounding
was one of the strong points
of the game for coach Jack
Hartman's crew. With the advantage in height, the Salukis
were able to pull down 63
rebounds toJ 50 for the Bison.
The ~alukis also showed that
(Continued on Page 12)

Holiday Season Celebration Opens at 8:30 a.m. Today
Celebration of the Season
of Holidays will begin at 1J:30
a.m. today when Pre£ "nt
and Mrs. Delyte W. Mo f!S
will entenain at the traditional Cider and Doughnut hour
in the SIU Arena.
At 10 a.m •• the traditional
Season of Holidays Convocation will be held in the Arena.
All freshman students who
attend convocations. either at
10 a.m. or I p.m •• are asked
to
attend the single
performance.
The morning class schedule will be maintained, but it
is hooed faculty members involved in the 10 a.m. class
period will be lenient on class
attendance.
The convocations program
will inc!ude three readings by

President Morris, and music
from five ensembles froTTl the
music department.
President Morris' readings
will
include
"The
PreChristian Festival of Christmas," "The Jewish Festival
of HanUkkah," and "The
Chr istian Christmas Swry'"
"The Pre-Christian Festival of Christmas" was prepared by Philip J.C. Dark,
professor of anthropology.
The reading describe!' the
various festivals held by tne
Romans and other early
civilizations before the birth
of Christ.
"The JeWish Festival of
Hanukkah" is a paraphrase
by Robert W. Kingsbury, associate professor of musiC,
from "Ceremonies of Jud-

aism" by Abraham Idelsohn.
The "Christian Christmas
Story" will be read from the
Bible from Luke II: 1-21.
The five ensem bles from the
music department will include
the University Orchestra, directed by Warren van Rronkhorst, the University Choir,
the Oratorio Choir, Chamber
Choir and the Brass ChOir,
all directed by Kingsbury.
The audience will join wim
the choirs and the orchestra
for several musical numbers:
Handel's "Joy to the World,"
the Latin carol "0 Come All
Ye Faithful," and "The First
Noel ... ·
The University Choir will
present "Ki Mi Tzion," the
University Symphony will play
"A Christmas Festival" by

Anderson and the Chamber
Choir will Sing "What Child
Is This?"
The climax of the assembly
will be "Jubilate Deo" by
Giovanni Gabriele, and will
be sung by the combined
choirs.
Kingsbury said the assembly has been in preparation for about eight weeks.
and it will attempt to broaden
the concept of the Seasons of
Holidays Assembly.
The usc of the varied readings and music from more than
just the Christian Christmas
standards is important in
helping people become aware
of the significance of this
festive season to people of
many religious and national
backgrounds, said Kingsbury.
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Freedom Was 'Rebirth'

Journalism Student Remembers
Tormenfed Life in Mao's China
Once a hostage of the Chinese Communists, Peter Liu.
StU graduate student in journalism, is one of 3-12 international students enrolled on
StU's Carbondale campus this
year.
Liu lived three years behind the "bamboo curtain"
after Mao Tse-tung established his Communist regime
on the Chinese mainland in
1949.
.. People seemed to live in
constant fear--fear they might
unconsciously and innocently
do or say something which
might be denounced by the
Communist regime,"
Liu
recalled.
"Before the Communists
came, though there were many
things one couldn't afford,
people certainly enjoyed a
peaceful and free way of life,"
the 27-year-old Liu said. "But
things changed when the Communists arrived," he continued, "there was no more
happiness among the people."
"Even on New Year's Day
(Chinese)
few dared to
put on a new dress lest Communist
authorities might
suspect they belonged to
the wealthy class:' Liu
emphasized.
He was taken into a prison as hostage by the Communists in his grandfather's
stead when they couldn't find
his grandfather to pay up the
enormous taxes Liu said were

purposely imposed "as a liquidating excuse." Liu. only
twelve years old at the time,
recalled "the experience was
most memorable."
Later he was released after some elders of his home
town, Tienmen in Hupeh prov-

PETERUU
inee, put up a guarantee for
him.
In 1951, Liu sneaked out
of the mainland into Hongkong with his mother and his
younger brother, all traveling on foO[ for more than a
month.
"The day when we walked
across the bridge between
Canton and lfonllkong. I felt I

81

was reborn, reborn into freedom," Liu said.
From Hongkong, he went to
school in Djakarta, IndoneSia,
in 1953, and in 1959 he transferred to Formosa to study
journalism at Chengchi University, where he first heard
the name of Southern Ulinois
University. It was because
two journalism faculty members from SIU, Howard R.
Long, chairman of the Department of Journalism, and
Charles C. Clayton, professor of journalism, were visiting professors at Chengclti in
1957-58 and 1961-62, respectively. And C hengchi exchanged
its professor of journalism,
Milton Hsieh. to visit SIU
in 1956-57.
Aiter
graduation
from
Chengchi in June, 1963, Liu
worked for the United States
Educational Foundation in
Taipei as assistant editor of
its monthly bulletin and reporter for the China Post, an
English daily in Taipei.
Last spring he made a
seven-week voyage, visiting
Singapore. Malaysia. East and
South Africa. crossing the Indian and Atlantic Oceans to
land in Brazil in May. There
he
joined his father. a
businessman, for a brief stay
before coming to the United
States to resume his studies.
Liu, who is unmarried, re-

~:::e :;a/~~e ~~~r::!!~::~
4 Are Initiated
By Pi Omega Pi

Pi Omega PI, honorary
fraternity for business educaHon majors, bas four new
pledges.
They are Dona Eagles.
Prairie du Rocher; Mrs. Sara
Jo Eickelman, Christopher;
Mary Jane Moore, Ashley;
and Mrs. Carol Reed, Marion.
The initiation ceremony will
be held at 4 p.m. Sunday in
the MorriS Library Lounge.
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M0 d ern D·
81rymen Carefiu I
Of Cattle's Weight, Nutrition
In days goneby,dairyfarmers were concerned with feeding their stock enough food
to make them big and
healthy.
Now these farmers have
taken a broader look at their
stock and are actually watching the animals' weight.
Dairy cattle raisers are
working to provide a feed
that will not only allow their
cows to add enough weight
to keep healthy but will also
produce a maximum amount
of nutrition.
At SIU the farmers are
getting some help from Gene
McCoy, a graduate student
in animal industries.
McCoy, a 1963 graduate of
Western Illinois University,
is conducting a research study
comparing the nutritional
values of different types of
complete feeds for dairy
cattle.
Included in the feeds being
srudied are cottonseed hulls,
ground corn cob and ground
hay.
McCoy is carrying on his
research project under a
grant from the Moorman Man-
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ufacturing CO. Howard H. Olson, associate professor of
animal industries, is supervising the project.

Young Repuhlicans Set
Meeting on Constitution
The Young Republicans will
meet at 7:30 tOnight in the
Morris Library Lo'lOge to
adopt a new constitution.
All members and other interested persons are invited
to attend.

GermaR Club to Meet
The German Club will meet
at 8 p.m. today in the Conference Room of Wheeler Hall.

Today's
Weather

Rain and snow ending by
early morning. Turning colder, highs from upper 20s to
upper 3Os.

""

.....
.....

prosceniUM

ON STAGE

two one-act comedies

"The TIger"
and

"The Dock Brief'
Dec. 4, & Dec. 5
8:30 p.m. curtain
Phone 549·2913 for reseryotions

409 s.

tIIillofs
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Buketball Game,
Readings oj Donne
Logged on Radio

Activities

Plant Group to Meet;
Business Seminar Set
The Plant Industries Clubwill
meet at 7 this evening in
the Agriculture Seminar
Room.
The "Season of Holiclays' , coffee hour, with President and
Mrs. Delyte W. Morris as
host and hostess, will begin
at 8:30 a.m. in the Arena.
Today"s Convocauon will feature a "Season of Holidays"
theme. The program, including music by the University choirs and a reac.ing by President Delyte W.
Morris. will begin at 10
a.m. in the Arena.
Women's Recreation Association will hold an Archery
Club meeting at 7:30 p.m.
in the old gym.
The Modern Dance Club of
WRA will meet at 4 p.m.
in the old gym.
WRA swimming will begin at
5:30 p.m. in the University
School pool.
The Young Republicans will
hold a business meeting at
7:30 p.m. in the Library
Auditorium Lounge.
The Young Democrats will
meet at 7:3v p.m. in the
Family Living Laboratory
of the Home Economics
Building.
Thompson Point's educational
program will be at 9 p.m.
in Lentz Hall.
Inter-Faith Council will meet
at 10 a.m. in Activities Room
D of the University Center.
The University Center Programming Board's Special
Events Committee will meet
at 9 p.rn. in Activities Room
C of the University Center.
The
Educational Cultural
Committee of the University
Center Programming Board
will meet at 8 p.m. in Activities Room B of the University·Center.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at 11 a.m.
in Activities Room B of the
University Cemer.
The School of Business will
hold a lecture at 7:30 p.m.

in MuckeIroy Auditorium in
the Agriculture Building.
A rehearsal of the Interpreter's Theater will begin at
6:30 p.m. in the Studio Theatre in University School.
The University Center Programming Board's Dance
Committee will meet at 9
p.m. in Activities Room E
of the University Center.
The Residence Halls Council
will meet at 7 p.m. in Activities Room E of the University Center.
The School of Business will
have a Faculty Seminar at
4 p.m. in Morris Library
Auditorium.
Alpha Phi Omega. service fraternity, will have a Projects
Committee meeting at 8
p.m. in Activities Room D
of the University Center.
The
Student Non - Violent
Freedom Committee will
meet at 7 p.m. in Furr
Auditorium.
The Southern Players will
presem "God in the Haw
Thicket" at 8 p.m. in the
Southern Playhouse.
A University School student
teachers meeting will be
held at 8 a.m. in the Library Auditorium.
The Society for the Advancement of Management will
meet at 7 p.m. in Activities
Room D of the University
Center.
The Association for Childhood
Education will meet at 7:30
p.m. in University School
Room 109.
The Soutbern Players will hold
a rehearsal at 7 p.rn. in
Main 304.
The Discussion Group will
meet at 1 p.rn. in Activities
Room F of the University
Center and at 4 in Activities Room E.

WS[U listeners can hear the
North Dakota State-SIU basketball game tonight as WSllJ
switches to the Arena at 7:50.
Other radio highlights today
are:
10 a.m.

The Story Behind the
Theater. Publicity and promotion people on and off
·Broadway.
I p.m.

Readers Corner. "The Sermons and Meditations of
John Donne" are read by
,Herbert Marshall.
3:30 p.m.
Concert Hall. Dvorak, Mennin, and Delibes are the
featured composers.
00'11
COMPt.AIN':P A Lor A60Ur itt rooD HE~f 8Ui NOW
THAT 1'111\ AerDUT litEAD'{
(WA1i'I...IA11'i 1'M ~INNIN~ To LIKe rr."
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How to Handle Rattlesnakes
To Be TV Lesson Tonight
Bold Journey gives instruc- 7 p.m.
tions on hunting, catching and
Ask Me About: I I The Philiphandling rattlesnakes at 7:30
pines."'
tonight on WSIU-TV.
8:30p.m.
Other highlights:
Film Classics: "Monal
Storm." Margaret Sullivan,
6:30 p.m.
James
Stewart. Ward Bond.
What"s New: A cruise into
and Roben Stack depict a
the swamps of the Florida
family with split allegiance
Everglades.
living in Hitler's Germany.

Colloquium Slates
Topic on Therapy
William Schofi,_.... clinical
psychologist, will be the
speaker for the Psychology
Colloquium at 4 p.m. Friday
in the Studio Theatre.
His topic will be "Psychotherapy:
Se lec ti ve
Ignorance.·· His major interests
are the evaluation of psychotherapy, objective techniques
of personality appraisal and
prognostic factors in mental
illness. He holds the M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees from the
University of Minnesota.

Tea Set Sunday
By Home & Club

The Home Economics Club
bas scheduled a Christmas
tea for 2 p.m. Sunday in the
Family Living Lounge. During the tea, parents of Home
Economics Club members will
see a style show featuring
dresses made in the Depanment of Home Economics.
Club members are urged
to pick up their invitations as
soon as possible in the Home
The Oral Interpreters will and Family Office.
present a program at 10:40
p.m. today in the first-floor
lounge of Baldwin Hall.
This program is part of
The Recreation Committee the monthly "Live and Learn"
series
planned by the Resiof the University Center Programming Board is sponsor- dence Hall's Educational Programming
Board.
ing roller skating.
A bus will leave the University Center at 7:30 p.m.
Friday for the Marion Rink.
Students must sign up in the
Activities Office by noon Fri"Arab Night" is the title
day.
for Friday's dance from 8:30
p.m. to midnight in the University Center.
An array of special features will highlight the dance.
The annual Thompson Point The "Mustangs:' featuring
Christmas dance will be held Arabian music, will be the
from 8 to 12 Saturday night band.
in the dining area at Lentz
Arabian folk dances and
Hall.
songs will be presented when
The dallce. will. be semi- the band takes its break. In~ormal. MUSIC wIll be furn- teTesting objects on culture
lshed by Don Le Masters. will also be on display.

Oral Interpreters

To Give Program

Bus Trip Planned
For Roller Skating

'Arab Night' Title
Picked for Dance

Christmas Dance
Scheduled at TP

Social Fraternities on Campus
Initiate 34 During Fall Term
SIU's social fraternities
have initiated 34 men this
quarter.
They are:
Alpha Phi Alpha--Cecil
Hale. Lenwonh Minor. Bonnie
B. Scott. Clarence Smith and
Henry Stuttley.
Delta Chi--Mike Barns and
Steve Wintlock.
Phi Sigma Kappa--Tim Ayers. Russ Blais. Mike Hunter
and Jim Phillips.

Sigma Pi--Dick Barret, Gary Crossin. Wayne Gabrys.
John Goodlet. Lynn Laird. Bill
Monroe, Don Morrison. John
Pottorff. Vince Scannell and
Fred Starr.
Theta Xi--Dave Baughn.
Andy Burnherdt, Joe Guzzardo.
Jim Roden, Ron
Smith and Skip Thomas.
Tau Kappa Epsilon--Steve
Ebbs, Joe Kaiser. Jerry Lott.
Tim Orr, Tex S&ndstead. Tim
Smith and Phil Stamisom.

CfJeve kautif1t11V
CfJi1fle la1flt~h'v
MANY ASSORTMENTS
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Say Ah!
By Judith M. RoaIes
All right. sticit out your
tongue, Southern Illinois. and
let's examine this thing
further.
Just exactly why is there a
shortage of doctors here?
Why are 66 per cent of the
doctors in Illinois practicing
in Cook County and only 6
per cent in the southern
counties?
Why is 50 per cent of our
population served by only five
doctors, and each one of those
five doctors over the age of
81?
Why WA.3 the largest draft
reject group during and since
World W;u II made up of the
boys who came from small
communities and rural areas?
Why, in short, is a small
community a healthy place ill
which to live but not a healthy
place in which to be sick?
Because there is less medical care. fewer public health
services. fewer school heallh
programs and fewer immunization clinics. There is not
an adequate supply of doctors
to Initiate these things.
Norman Davis, director of
the program for community
medical assistance of the
Sears-Roebuck
Foundation.
points OUt that the increasing
output of doctors is useless

to small areas because 78 per
cent of the doctors licensed
e a c h year spedalize••• a n d
they specialize in urban
centers.
The centers of population
in Southern Illinois would be
adequately supplied with medical men and facilities ifthese
citieR did not also have to
serve outlying, rural areas.
Specialists and general
practice doctors alike settle
in urban centers because there
they have access to adequate
facilities. modern equipment
and a large population with
many speCialized ills. They
don't come to the small towns
because there are less ~eople
and they feel the challenge
to their abilities will be less,
the job will be less interesting. The financial rewards of a
rural practice are limited-the sky's not the limit, but a
farmer's
pocketbook
is.
Equipment is costly if a doctor is to bring his own to the
area. And the nurse supply is
low.
These facts, again, are
arguments for establishing
a medical school in the area.
A teaching hospital would. in
a sense, bring all the good
features of Ol "big city" medical center to the gra.'isroots.
Friday: Calling Prospective
Dr. Caseys

Playing It Cool
It's nice to know that winter
weather at last has arrIved.
Brrr! To the icicle fancier
and to chose who prefer to see
their breath to ascertain that
they are still alive. all must
be well indeed.
So now we must endure the
characteristics of the season.
Cars start a little less (,3sHy.
and, once started. there is
more slush for them to splatter on pedestrians. Moving:
about is more encumbered. It
takes more time [0 get ::-eady
to go anywhere, and more
courage once there to ventllre
into the tempest to retUr;l.
The cold is a confining thing,
and getti:Jg along with othzrs
is more strained than in
warmer climes. Dorms become prisons with walls for
climbing. and roommates secretly plot to murder one another. But these are the times
that try men's souls.
The cold, however, does
have its benefits. It is no
longer necessary to sweat in
order to be stylish for the
season. Heavy sweaters and
other mighty apparel can now
be comfortable as well as
pleasing to the demands of
fashion.
To merchants. the cold is a
blessing. They no longer need
feel guilty about aggresf;ively
promoting the well being of
a little round gentleman in a
red suit whose interests are
so dear to their own. Even
Christmas carols made garish
by loud speakers somehow

After looking over some
magazines. we cannvt help but
won d e r what the editor
rejected.
--pana (Ill.) News-Palladium
Life is a problem of balance--u sua 11 y • the bank
balance.
--Franklin (Va.) Tidewater
News

:

seem less garish in cold dense
air.
But we, however, meanwhile
will just shiver anli wait for
the return of days of convertibles with tops down and parties at the lake.
Walt Waschick

mE SIGN POINTS mE WAY TO SIU ARENA. BUT HOW DO
YOU FIND mE SIGN?

Edwanlsville Gets Book on Musician
One ot the few remaining
copies of a book about Katharine V. Dickinson, prominent
in Alton music circles for
40 years (1891-1931). has been
given to SIU.
Miss Dickinson arrived in
Alton in 1891 to teach at the
conservatory of Shllrtleff College now SIU. and later·
starred a studio of her own.
In 1960, some 29 years after
her death. 130fhercoworkers
organized the Katharine V.
Dickinson Memorial Association "to put the record

What's in a name? In this
case, four Ietters--SIGN. The
sign in question is the
SIU Arena signboard south on
Route 51. and it's too darned
small. Visiting basketball
teams, visiting parents. visiting offiCials, high and low, and
visiting dignitaries Would have
to strain their eyes to see it.
Even those 14,000 of us who
aren't visiting have trouble·
seeing it. At 40 miles-perhour one expects a little warning. There isn't any.
A groundhog COUldn't see
his shadow against it. In the
summer, grass grows overit;
in the Winter, snow blows over
it. Mice might use it [0 practice high jumping. but a rabbit
can easily peer over the sign.
A motorist or cyclist needs
a perceptive eye. quick reflexes and a smattering of
luck to know just when to flick
on his right turn signal.
Four million dollars! That's
what the Arena cost. What did
the sign cost? We were simply
too embarrassed to ask. But
we probably could have found
out by looking in the Yellow
Pages
under "P" --for
"pygmies."
Then too. if the University
can afford a full-sized billboard to advertise its basketball schedule in the "new
SIU Arena," why can't it afford a sign big enough to
guide people there properly
after their interest has been
generated?
You are probably now saying. "Hasn't he anything better
to do than write articles for
the Daily Eygptian ridiculing
a minuscule and innocuous sign?" Our ready answer
would be. yes. We have something much better to do. Squint.
Mike Harris

of her accomplishments in
book form where it will be
a reminder and an encouragement to others."
A copy of the limited edition work was presented to the
SIU Library at Edwardsville
by Mrs. P. B. CousIey, chairman of the Dickinson Memorial Association and a former
pupil of the music teacher.
Miss Dickinson lived in the
An optimist is usually an
home of Mrs. Cousley when
Mrs. Cousley, the former individual who feels good.
Mary Esther Sparks, was a -Franklin (Va.) Tidewater
child.
News

Mideast War Over Jordan River Is in Making.,
Another Row Fomenting on Turkish Project
By Lawrence Mosher
Copley News Service

political than economic
reasons.
Of the three Arab nations
BEIRUT. Lebanon -- As that touch the Jordan River-most Californians and Ari- Lebanon, Syria and Jordan-zonans know, reaching an Jordan is the onl: one that
agreement on river water really needs more water. Yet.
rights can be a grievous af- because of the political rnofair. But in the Middle East. tivations fed primarily by
where arguments are a wayof Egypt, an "outsider" to the
life and there isn't any Su- Jordan River complex. Jorpreme Court to intervene. wa- dan must depend on the coopter squabbles can lead rowar. eration of her Arab "allies."
One war already is in the
This is because Israel. to
making over the .Jordan River. defend her interests in the
A lthough the Arab nations nev- Jordan River, may reson to
er seem able to get together war. Thus to meet this posover their long-avowed am- sibility, the Arab countries
bition to reclaim what is now must increase or pool their
Israel. they are showing some military strength. as none but
unity over how the waters of the United Arab Republic could
the J 0 r dan R i ve r are offer any serious defense to an
distributed.
Israeli attack.
Israel already has begun siComplicating this move,
phoning off part of the waters however. is the reluctance of
to irrigate her vacant Negev the Jordan River countries to
Desert. which has long stood increase their military iludas a barrier between Egypt gets. or. because of their
and the Arabian land mass to suspicions of the UAR's Coi.
the east. If Israel can pop- . Gamal Nasser. to allow UAR
ulate the Negev. she will fur-,"· troops on their land.
ther consolidate her foothold
The situation amounts to a
in the Arab world as well vicious circle that. if anya.s cement the natural bar ner thing, works to the disadvanbetween Egypt and her fellow tage of Jordan. If the Arab
Arabs.
hatred of the Jews could sooThe irony here is that Is- denly be eliminated. Jordan
rael. in being the first of the probably could arrive at a
Jordan River nations to make working arrangement with Isbetter use of the Jordan wa- rael over the Jordan River
ters. is provoking the inter- that would be beneficial to
ested Arab countries into de- both.
'.
velopment projects more for
As it stands now. Jordan is

pursuing a costly water diversionary project that is
more aimed at hurting Israel
than helping Jordan. Even
worse. if Jordan (aided by
other Arab states) does
succeed in cutting off Jordan
River waters now used by Israel, Israel would probably go
to war.
Storm clouds are also forming over another international
river. the Euphrates, which
originates in Turkeyandflows
southward to the Persian Gulf
through Syria and Iraq. Here
the Arabs are on the bottom
end of the water stick.
Turkey. which needs cheap
hydroelectric power badly to
feed her industrial development, hopes to build a high
dam on the Euphrates at Keban. 700 miles east cf Ankara. The dam, which would
produce l. 7 million kilowat:s,
would :nore than double Turkey's rota I electrical capacity.
Although Turkey has promised Syria and Iraq that the
dam would not be used to divert water for agricultural
purposes. the down-river
Arab countries still are suspicious of Turkish intentions.
Syria is al=eady embarked on
a dam project 011 the Euphrates which would increase her
power capacity by 430.555kilowans and her farmable land
by one-third.
The, West German govern'ment has pledged $90 million

to the project, and a German
industrial consortium of 17
<:ompanies will bid on it later
this year. More finanCing,
however. is still required.
The Turkish dam project
is not even at this stage. A
U.S. government - financed
feasibility study has been
turned in with a positive finding, bur the United States plans
to do still another. But no financial offers have as yet
come forward from the West.
including the World Bank and
the
European Investrne!1t
Bank.
The United States is reported favoring a political settlement over the river with Syria and Iraq before the dam is
started. But the Turks want the
dam built now. with or without a river treaty.
One way Turkey definitely
could go ahead with the dam
project would be to find
another money source. such as
the Soviet Union. Recently the
Turkish foreign minister flew
to Moscow, and it is held
likely that the dam will be
discussed.
If the Russians finance the
Keban high dam (even higher
than the one at Aswan, Egypt)
without a Turk-Syrian-Iraq
river treaty, more seeds of
unrest will be planted in the
Middle East. whose garden of
grievances is already thorny
enough.
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Home Ec Students Decorate Manor
Century-Old Cairo Mansion
Wreathed in Christmas Spirit
"Cbristmas Traditions" is
the theme used by home ecooomics studentc; in decorating the HOliday House at MagnoHa Maoor, 2700 Washington Ave•• Cairo. This is the
12th year Holiday House at
Magoolia Maoor has been open
to visitors.
The students went to Cairo.
measured the rooms, designed, purchased, assembled. and put up the materials. With the help of Rose
Padgett, chairman of clothing and textiles, Mrs. Lucy
Stewart, interior design, and
Mrs. Ruby Niebaur, the students oroduced one of the
most colorful and successful
decorations in 12 years.
Dean Eileen Quigley co-

operated with Area Services
in the project. Funds for the
purchases were provided by
the Cairo Historical
Association.
Doorways were garlanded
with pine branches. Streamers with red. green and gold
poinsettias and leaves combined to make sprays and
wreaths in nearly every room.
The bannister of the circular
stairway
is bollyentwined. with huge red bows.
Visitors
are
received
just as the Galligher family.
builders of the house, recelved their guests nearly a
cemury ago. The Holiday
House will be open Dec. 5-6
from I to 6 p.m.
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Associated Press News Roundup

McCloskey Denies Payoff
Was Made in Baker Case
WASHINGTON CAP) - For- never attended any breakfast 1st, 4th, 5th and 6th Amendmer Ambassador Matthew H. with Reynolds, Baker and ments.
McCloskey denied Wednesday Truman.
The Senate Rules Committee
any knowledge of a purponed
Reynolds' story was that had served Baker with a sub.:-.:-1:..;,.
deal for a $25,000 payoff to Truman, although present, poena commanding him to
the 1960 Kennedy - Johnson was in another part of the room bring to its hearing any docucampaign fund from one of his and did not heartheconversa- ments which would shed light
··'::::':"1.
government contracts.
tion about a political kick- on the allegations.
McCloskey testifiec:l before back.
In a strained VOice, Baker
a Senate committee which a
Baker refused 46 times to
little earlier had met refusals answer quesUons. invoking the testified that he had complied
by
bringing the documents to
by Bobby Baker to answer 5th Amendment's protection
the hearing, but that he must
questions or give it sub- against self-incrimination.
"respectfully
refuse" to surpoenaed documents.
Among questions he refused
McCloskey, 71, bluntly chal- to answer were whether he: render them.
.., specifically invoke this
lenged testimony given Tues- Knew anything about the
day by insurance man Don B. alleged siphoning of $25,000 (constitutional) right against
Reynolds naming McCloskey from the District of Columbia self - incrimination," Baker
C
and Baker, former secretary Stadium contract into the Ken- said, and inVited the comto Senate Democrats, as pan- nedy-Johnson campaign in mittee, if it has any evidence
of unlawful actions on his part.
ners in the alleged deal.
1960;
grand
- Had any influence in con- to turn it over to
Reynolds had described
himself as the "bag man" nection with the granting of jury "sitting three blocks
who received $35,000 from a contract to build the TFX away."
McCloskey and channeled military plane;
$25,000 of the money to Baker,
Attended any meetings
to be paid into the campaign with former White House aiel,:
fund, Reynolds keeping $10,000 Walter Jenkins;
for himself.
- Knew of any misconduct
Testifying before the Senate or wrongdoing by any present
Rules Committee, McCloskey or former member of the
RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil
denied Reynolds' account of Senate, or
(AP) _ Ex-dictator Juan D.
a' meeting here in late 1959
- Ever received any money Peron arrived in Rio de
or early 1960 at Which, Rey- or other items of value for Janeiro Wednesdayonthefirst
nolds said, he and Baker dis- using his influence in legis- stage of his return to
cussed the plan with MeClos- lation.
Argentina, but the Brazilian
cussed the plan with McSharp questioning by Sen. government refused to let him
Closkey.
Carl T. Cunis, R-Neb., and continue his journey.
PITTSBURGH (AP) _ The
"That is not correct," Mc- comm iuee counsel Lennox p.
"He will not go on" to Mon- Executive Board of the United
Closkey said in firm, mea- McLendon swung over the en- tevideo, said Joao Lampreia Steelworkers AFL-CIO resured tones. "Such a COD- tire range of this and an Gracie, chief of protocol for commended Wednesciay that
versation never 'took place -" earlier hearing into Baker's the Brazilian Foreign Min- union negotiators seek higher
at no time, ever. I never heard outside business activities istry who was at the airpon wages and safeguards against
of it."
while secretary to the Senate to meet the Iberia airliner that the impact of automation in
McCloskey also denied that Democratic majority.
brought the former dictator contract talks with the basic
former President Harry S.
Baker announced his in- from Madrid.
steel industry.
Truman was present at the tent ion to refuse to answer
These recommendations and
breakfast meeting, as Rey- questions with a lengthy stateLampreia said Peron would others were drafted at a two_n;o;W~s~h~a~d~t~e~s~ti~fi~·e~d~.~H~e_s_a_i_d_h_e_m_o_~_t_c_l_a_im_~~g~r_~~h_t_s_u_n_~_r_t_h_e_b_e_r_&_U_r_~_d_to_M_a_d_r_~_._ _~~~ w~U~ ~~e3~man
r
board, The Associated Press
learned exclusively.
David J. McDonald, steelworkers' president, had declined to give any hint of the
union's demands at a news
conference following the session. It preceded a meeting of
Bridal sets magnificently crafted.
the 163-member International
Wage
Policy Committee,
Beauty that belies the price.
BY
which has the final say on
contract matters.
But The Associated Press
learned that the Wage Policy
Committee w~;:; being asked to
approve a contract program
which includes besides higher
wages these proposals:
Earlier retirement, now set

", u.N."~
•

a

Brazil Stops
Peron Return

Scott LOllI., IUnne.poU. Tdbuntt

Steelworkers Will Negotiate
For Wage Hikes, Job Security

DIAMOND STYLING AS
RARE AS THE VALUES

DON'S

at 65; improved medical and
life insurance plans; added
protection for senior workers
when industry introduces new
eqUipment; provisions against
"arbitrary disciplinary action
in the name of safety." more
effective grievance procedures with local unions to be
given the right to strike if
there is no improvement.

Rusk, Gromyko
Continue Talks

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(A P) - Secretary of State Dean
Rusk met with Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei A. Gromyko
today amid reports that the
Russians have shown some
sings of willingness to
compromise on the U.N. financial issue.
U.S. sources said Gromyko
had indicated an imerest in
possible Soviet payments into
a general U.N. fund. Justwhat
the fund would be or how much
the Russians would pay into
it has not been defined, the
sources added.
However, in the opinion of
at least some U.S. negotiators,
this marked a step away by
TEL AVIV, Israel CAP)- the Russians from what the
Syrian and Israeli troops ex- United States views as their
changed fire Wednesday for intransigence on tbe great
the second straight day in the money question which has
Noukheile area, scene of a brought the United Nations
i.oJ [he verge of bankruptcy.
heavy battle last month.
An Israeli army spokesQuit
man said a Syrian poSition McCone
ope~d fire
on an Israeli
border pat>:'ol inside Israeli As Heael of CIA
territory, and on a covering
WASHINGTON CAP) - John
force nearby.
A. McCone reponedly has told
The Israelis returned the PreSident Johnson he would
fire and did not suffer any like to be released from his
casualties, the spokesman duties as director of the Censaid.
tral Intelligence Agency in
A Syrian army communique order to return to private life.
did not mention casualties.
In private life he is a West
CO.lst industrialist with extensive interests in such fields
as steel, insurar.ce and
banking. His home is in San
Marino, Calif.
The rf ,:orts, being heard in
~ollege
official circles here, listed
former Deputy Secretary of
florist
Defense Roswell L. Cflp:ltric
resigned a year ago to resume
his law practice in New York
City.
The White House refused
607 S. Illinois
457·6660
to confirm or deny th~ reports.

Syrian and Israeli
Troops Skirmish

May
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Peace Journey

Johnson Dedicates A.rts Center
To Memory of John Kennedy

Pope Arrives in India
To Cheers of Millions
BOMBA Y. India (AP) - A
mighty throng gave Pope Paul
VI an awesome welcome to
India Wednesday. The crush
of people. a million or more.
at times engulfed his car on
the drive downtown from the
airpon.
There was none of the hostility police had feared. About
250 members of fanatic Hindu
organizations had been jailed
last weekend after threatening
demonstrations.
The Pope. as one of his first
acts in India. asked that they
be freed. Indira Gandhi. minister of information and
daughter of the late Prime
Minister Nehru. assured him:
"They already have been
released:'
"Then tell them I am prepared to take them by the
hand and treat them with affection and cordiality:' tbe
Pope responded.
_
Pope Paul told a restricted
crowd of about 8.000 at the
airpon that he had come on
"a journey of peace and love.
of friendship and brotherli-

ness."
As far as the eye could
see, people jammed around
the airport-the lame. the
poor. the outcasts. all wanting
to see this holy man who had
come out of the West.
Police estimated at least
100.000 were at the airpon
and another mUlion or more
were along the route from
airport to the city.
So vast were the crowds
that it took 1 1/2 hours for
the Pope's limou!;'ine to go the
13 miles from the airport to
Oval Park in downtown Bombay, where he will attend the
38th international eucharistic
council.
This was the lure that led
the Pope to undertake the longest mission in papal history,
a flight of about 4,000 miles
from Rome.
"Jai! Jai!" the people
shouted as the Pope entered
Bombay. "Hail! Hail!"
The 67 - year - old pontiff
looked about in wonderment at
the vast throngs filling balconies, and standing atop sign
boards, walls and vehicles
to get a view. He smiled and
waved almost continuously,
occasionally shaking a dark
hand stretching out to greet
him from the throngs.
A roar of applause and
cheers arose as the Air India
jet touched ground at 5: 13 p. m.
The formal reception at the

Satchmo Can't eel
South Alman Visa
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - The South African
government has refused an
entry visa to American trumpeter Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong.
The South Africa Press Association reported Wednesday
that the government gave no
reason for the refusal. Presumably the visa was Withheld
because Armstrong is a Negro.

airport was as splendid and
ceremonial as the people's
welcome was enormous and
excited.
He stepped from the plane.
in white cassock, skull cap
and a red brocade cape,
spreading his arms affectionately, a broad smile on his
face.
"We come as a pilgrim, ...
said the Pope, "a pilgrim of
peace, of joy, of serenity and
love:'

MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP)Rule makers of the American
Medical Association stuck by
their firm opposition to medicare, cast aside all thought of
compromise,
and pledged
Wednesday to fight.
They also named a new
president-elect - a man who
sees the AMA medicare battle
as a long-term one if it is
not lost this year. He is Dr.
James Z. Appel. 57, of Lancaster. Pa.
Four resolutions whicb
would have suggested compromising attitudes on health
care for the aged were dealt
with quickly. Twoofthemwere
passed over without action,
one was struck down directly,
and one was substituted, making it a p!edge to provide
medical care for the needy
aged througb existing legislation.
In effect, the latter action
merely reaffirmed the consistent AMA insistence that
health care for the elderly
who cannot afford it can be
handled adequately through the
Kerr-Mills law.
That law provides federal
funds for state-controlled
programs that pay for medical care for elderly people
who can show they cannot meet
the costs.
Medicare proposals - primarily the King-Anderson bill
-would provide health care
for all persons over 65 throu~h

Ringo Loses Tonsils
But Not His Voice
LONDON (AP) - A surgeon
Wednesday snipped out two
bits of lymphoid tissue from
Ringo Starr's anterior and
posterior pillars of the fauces.
Hours later all you could
get from Covent Garden 2332,
a special number set up for
inquiries about the condition
of the Beatles drummer, was
a busy signal.
However, the people who
took Ringo's tonsils out said
all was well, and that the 24year-old stick man would recover to utter many another
Yeah. Yeah, Yeah.
They started taking out Ringo's tonsils - the fauces is
the passage from the mouth to
the pharynx centered between
the soft palate and the base
of the lOngue - at 8 a.m.
and the job was over and done
with In an hour and a half.
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AMA Takes No-Compromise Stance
In Battle Against Medicare Bill
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Social Security. Doctors feel
tbis would mean federal intervention in medical practice.
Most observers-including
AMA President Dr. Donovan
F. Ward-have taken note of
increasing congressional
strength for medicare's passage this year.

'Free Speech'
Urged at Cal
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP)The student leader of a socalled Free Speech Movement
at the University of California
called Wednesday for a massive demonstration that would
bring university operations
"to a grinding halt" unless
the administration meetscertain demands.
Mario Savio, the leader.
was previously suspended for
defying rules against political
solicitation and recruitment
on campus.
The philosophy major junior
told a crowd of about 800 students that letters have been
sent to President Clark Kerr
and Chancellor Edward W.
Stror.g demanding:
I. Charges be withdrawn and
disciplinary action dropped
against Savio. Anhur Goldberg, Jackie Goldberg and student organizations because of
prior political action.
2. No further disciplinary
action be taken pending a
settlement with the Free
Speech Movement.
3. End regulations "which
needlessly restrict students
or their organizations in the
exercise of no-campus political rights:'
One of the campus acnvities
which recently brought about
the suspension of Savio and
seven others was soliciting
funds for civil rights workers
in the South. The eight since
have been reinstated.

WASHINGTON (A P) - President Johnson dedicated the
nat ion a I cultural center
Wednesday to the memory of
the late John F. Kennedy - a
"valiant leader who never
swerved from duty:'
Under cloudy skiee and in
freezing temperature, some
1.000 persons atteRded the
ceremonies on the banks of
the Potomac, half a mile upstream from the Lincoln
Memorial and across the river
from where the slain president
lies buried.
Johnson and the late president's brother. Sen.-elect
Robert F. Kennedy of New
York, spoke briefly. Then the
President lifted the first
shovel of din. just across
the road from where tbe $46million John F. Kennedy Center for Performing Ans will
rise.
"This center will have the
unique opportunity to bring
together the worlds of poetry
and power-to the benefit of
both," Johnson said.
He predicted the center
would "reflect and advance
the greatness of America...
Standing without hat or
overcoat in the freezing
weather. Johnson spoke slow-

Iy, solemnly. The crowdsprinkled with foreign dignitaries, government offiCials,
top names in the world of
entertainment and just plain
folk-was subdued, solemn.
Many had sat, or stood, for
as long as an hour in the
chilling weather.
Sen.-elect Kennedy, who as
attorney general was his
brother's closest confidant,
said the late president "recognized in the arts something
that revealed the truth about
human beings
and their
suffering."
A~ a man who admired coura~e, the senator said, John F.
Kennedy had a special admiration for the self-discipline.
the "special courage" of the
artist, who brings before the
world the product of his inspiration and insight.
Kennedy said his brother
had a deep sense of the importance of the . arts as one
means of achievement "in the
pursuit of excellence which
was his guiding star."
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Tableau of Nativity
To Be Ready Dec. 14
SIU workers and students
will cooperate With townspeople again this year to create
a Nativity scene, with lifesized mannequlRs and live
animals, for tbe front lawn
of Holden Hospital.
The scene, lighted and visible to passersby on UJinois
Avenue, will be ready for
viewing Monday evening, DP.c.
14.
It will remain there until

Christmas. The lights will be
turned on at 5 p.m. each night.
Recorded music will be played
until 7:30 p.m., wben one of
tbe community's cboral
groups will present an bour
program of'live music. Ligbts
will be turned off at 9 p.m.
BUI Hudgens. director of
Auxiliary and Service Enterprises at S1U. is coordinator
of the project.
Television
cameras of
WSIU-TV will record the
opening night scene. Singers
will be tbe University School
Madrigal Chorus.
The tableau. featuring mannequins dressed in Biblical
costumes, live animals, and
a shed with manger, is patterned after a display in Cincinnati, Ohio. Tbe tableau is
dismantled and stored after
Christmas.
The traditional Christmas
presentation truly is a joint
project. Hudgens said. Student
workers of tbe Little Egypt
Ag Co-op. House and sm physical plant workers will erect
the
stable building Dec. 12
CHARLES R. SNYDER
and 14. Southern's agriculture
students will care for the
five sheep, a heifer and a
burro used in the display. The
University will provide ampliCharles R. Snyder, cbair- fying equipment and merman of the Depanment of So- chants have donated recordciology, is one of seven con- ings of Christmas music.
tributors to •• Anomie and DeThe carbondale Ministerial
viant Bebavior:' a new book ASSOCiation bas undertaken
edited by Marsbilll B. Clinard the task of dressing the manof the University of Wisconsin. nequins in period costumes
Snyder's contribution to the dnd Charles Taylor of Unicollection. devoted to emerg- versity School will schedule
ing sociological conceptS, is the school, church and colan article titled "Inebriety. lege singing groups for t:lI;:
Alcoholism and Anomie." The nightly concerts.
book was published by The
Carbondale's Junior ChamFree Press of Glencoe, Ill•• ber of Commerce members
and Collier-Macmillan Lim- will be caretakers for the
ited. London.
tableau.
Snyder, considered a leadTownspeople. students and
ing authority In tbe field of
alcohol studies. currently is
engaged in a tbree-7ear research project aimed at developing a workable inventory
of literature on alcoholism.
A former staff member of
the Center of Alcohol Studies
at Yale University. he is coeditor with David Pittman of
Washington University. St.
Louis, of "Society. Culture
and Drinking Patterns... •

Arlide by Snyder
PubIiAIud in Book

Dance Class to Be Offered
Faculty Women in Winter

BILL HUDGENS
visitors from otber communities are invited to view the
unusual tableau and enjoy the
music. Parking will be prohibited during the evening
hours in front of Holden Hospital so passersby on Illinois
Avenue can see the display.

Ford Gives SIU
Film Packets for
Training Drivers
Ford Motor Company bas
presented SIU With two new
driver
training filmstrip
packets in recognition of the
·school's outstanding driver
education program.
SIU is one of 144 colleges
and universities selected by
the Company's Educational
Affairs Department to receive
the donation.
"Intersection Maneuvers"
and "Freeway Maneuvers".
the latest in a series of Fordproduced driver training materials. are 35mm filmstrips
using a training technique that
analyzes various driving maneuvers by means of timelapse photography.
Each packet contains from
four to five strips and is
accompanied by recorded narration and guides for both the
teacher and students.

Tenney to Speak
At Faculty Center

The first meeting of. the
"Dance Activity for Faculty
Women" will be held on Jan. 8
in tbe Women's Gym.
This program will be open
during the winter quaner to
all dames, faculty women and
faculty wives. Toni Intravaia,
lecturer in contemporary
dance in the Women's Physical Education Department,
will be the director.
FleXibility,
coo rdin ation, strength and balance and
an appreciation and expression
through
tbe
ans
are points to be stressed,
Mrs. Inttavaia said.
Physical fitness adds vitality and strengtb to the body,
and guards it against acbes
tbat result from inadequately
developed muscles, she said.
Regular weekly sessions
al
not only pleasurable but
aut.. llltically s tr a igbte n
shoulders, draw in stomachs
and tighten muscles, she
noted. The dances will not
leave anyone gasping; instead
jt will stir up Circulation,
bring color to cheeks and
sparkle to eyes, said the
director.

• The Department of Music
has added Tommy Goleeke. 28,
to its staff this year as an
instructor in voice.
Coleeke received a B.A.
in 1958 and an M.A. in 1959
from tbe University of Washington. He spent two years
at Stanford University working
toward a doctorate
degree.
He is a member of Phi
Mu Alpha. music fraternity.
He served three years in
tbe United States Army as
a Chinese linguist.
He bas a wife, Ruth. and
two children.

R. Buckminster Fuller. research professor in design.
will be featured speaker wben
the lliinois Advisory Committee on Education has its
monthly meeting Dec. n in
Chicago. His topic wUl be
"Forecasting an Educational
Revolution."
Kenneth R. Miller. executive director of the SIU Foundation, is program chairman
for .he meeting. The Advisory
Committee is a discussion
group with about 160 memhers. Miller Said.

Fuller. inventor of the geodesic dome and the dymaxion
world map, is an architect,
inventor. teacber and author.
He has lectured in all parts
of tbe world. received honorary degrees from five institutions. and currently is heading a project of the International Union of Architects to
make an inventory of world
resources.
The Dec. 11 meeting will
be at 10 a.m. in Stauffer's
Restaurant, 26 W. Madison
St.. Cbicago.
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B & A TRAVEL
Phone 549·1863
715 S. Uniyersity

Here's a brilliant beginning for all your hopes and
joys.Artcarved·s newest engagement ring sparkles
with a million flickering lights. Why not know the
beauty of Nocturne Star forever?
See Nocturne Star and other Style Star rings at
yourArtcarvedJeweler. Priced from $9Q, Ask about
the Permanent Value Plan. For a free illustrated
folder. write to Artcarved, Dept C. 216 East 45th
Street, New York. N. Y. 10017.

New Faculty

Voice Coach
Is Linguist
In Chinese

FU IIer to 5pea k in Chicago

aoaaaa Ko.la*,
11.1.. S.id.ba_
Aq. CDIlcbetti
v.. De Voo.... J ....I....
lleyer Hunrlta
PuboamJ..... 1»'

Charles D. Tenney, vict!
president for planning and review, will speak on "current
Issues at S1U" at a Faculty
Club seminar following a noon
luncheon Friday.
A discussion session will
follow Tenney's talk in tbe
dining room of tbe Faculty
Center.
The program is one of a
series of "Issue Talks" sponsored by the Facultv Club.

The weekly sessions will
meet each Friday from 8 a.m.
to 10 a.m. in the Women's
Gym throughout tbe winter
quarter.
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COAOI JACK HARTMAN HOLDS A QUICK COl FERENCE WITH
GEORGE O'NEILL

JOE RAMSEY (NO. 50) DROPS ONE IN WHR.E AN OKLAHOMA STATE PLAYER TRIES TO PUT
ON BRAKES.

Here's How the Salukis Trounced Oklahoma State

RALPH JOHNSON (NO. 42) BREAKS UP AN OKLAHOMA SCORING ATTEMPT

DAVE LEE AND THURMAN BROOKS (NO. 34) SCRAMBLE FOR A BALL WITH.
TWO OKLAHOMA STATE PLAYERS
.
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Second-Half Shooting Saved Game for SIU
Salukis Improved, Cowboys Tired, as Cage Competition Wore On
Hot shooti~ in the second
half teamed with scrappy play
proved to be the key to victory for Southern in its first
game of the season Tuesday.
The Salukis were able to
hit only 10 of 32 anempts
from tbe field in the first
half, but wound up with a
percentage of .443 by bitting 17 of 29 shots in the
second balf.
Tbe game's bigh scorer for
Soutbern. George McNeill,
was also the team"s hottest
shooter. as he connected on
seven of 11 tries. McNeill
also made nine of 10 attempts

ceiving. though. For instance,
sophomore Ralph Johnson,
who scored only four points
ill the game, played a big
. part in the vicrory by grabbing
Jl rebounds. The 6-7 center
led the team in this department and was followed by
another pivot man, Boyd
O'Neal, who pulled down pine.
Another thing which doesn't
show in Co rundown of statistics is the type of defensive
play. Southern's pesty pursuit was largely responsible
for Oklahoma State"s tiring
in the last ha]f. The Salukis
were constantly after the man
with the ball, and this resulted
in several steals and a number of passes being batted
down.
Oklahoma State had its only
moments of glory In the first
HOUSTON (A P) - The Nahalf as it held a brief
tional Association of Minor
lead. The Cowboys outshot
BOYD O'NEAL
Leagues. in a surprise action.
Southern in that half as they
voted unanimously Wednesday from the free throw line in connected on 12 of 26 from
to adopt the con[roversial free racking up his total of 23 the field and five out of 12
agent draft of high school points.
from the foul line.
and college players. setting
Statistics can also be deBut the second half was a
the stage for certain passage
by the major leagues at t3eir
meetings later in the we~k.
The resolution was expected
FGA FGM FTA FTM REB PTS
£0 pass but not Without a bitter
7
10
9
23
11
battle. Throughout the week George McNeill
9
3
5
4
0
10
dissenters were questioning Dave Lee
Thurman
Brooks
10
4
0
0
7
8
the legality of such a legisBoyd
O'Neal
2
3
9
6
2
6
lation in baseball, although
13
5
2
1
3
11
it is currently employed by Joe Ramsey
2
4
3
I
1
5
professional football
and Bill Lacy
Randy Goin
0
4
1
4
0
4
basketball.
Ralph
Johnson
2
3
1
2
11
4
Why the sudden switch to
Walt Frazier
5
3
7
2
1
0
unanimity?
0
0
0
0
0
0
An informant told The As- Duane Warning
sociated Press that t}:is came
Totals
27
78
61
32
24
45
about because of a legal opinion expressed in confidence
(FGA is field goals attempted. FGM is field goals made.
to baseball by three unidentified members of the Supreme FT A is free throws attempted, FTM is free throws made.
Court of the United States. REB is rebounds and PTS is points. These figures cover
It was judicial opinion that only the season opening game against Oklahoma State Tuesday
the free agent draft. coupled night.)
with an unrestricted draft of
Shop with
all minor league players.
would not be ruled in violation
DAILY EGYPTIAN
of restraint of trade if brought
to court.
advertiser8
President Gabe Paul of the
Cleveland Indians, one of the
strongest proponents of the
resolution. was jubilant over
the vote. Since a big majority
of the National and American
League clubs had already
committed themselves favorably. Paul saw no possible
chance of an upset on the
major league level.

Minor Leagues
Approve Draft

Saluki Statistics

.

different s£Ory. as the Salukis seemed to ice the net.
Hitting on only eight of 23
shots from the field in the
last balf. the Cowboys wound

up With a percentage of .408.
They also made a poor showing at the free throw line
making only 15 of 29 for the
game •

Daily Egyptian Classified Ads
Classified advertiSing rateo: 20 _ds or less are $1.00 per
ins.rtion; additional words five I:eats each; four consecut;ve

issues for $l.OO (20 words).

Payable before

TELEPHONE 549.3841

The Daily Egyplian does nol refund monel' when ods are can.
celled.
The Daily Egyptian reserves the ritht to reiect any advertiSing

T_ gi.ls to fill in year's can·
tract at trail e •• Goad locolian;
Rea.onoble. Call 549-2559.
M

SERVICES OFFERED
Vall..........-.......__..... _ .
..Ie........uln. porta . _ Epp.
"to.., Inc. HIGhw.,
Ea.t at
Lab Road. Cod.anclal•• lllinoie.

Cle... .tudious girl wi.he. to
Ii ... with others in apartment or
trail... winter & .prin. Shore
caalo:in. Call C_I. 549·2559.

b

"51.218'" 915-4112.

70

91

RosicruciCift Hcret teachings ar.
aHe,ad to titos. who seel. to use
th.m solely tor the perfection of

HELP WANTED
T_ male adyerti.ing salesman
n ••ded for winter term. Goad
expe.ience for tho •• intere.ted
in advertising, marketing or
.... sin.... Jab .equi.e • • ales.
m... ship. c.eatiy. "bilily ... d
thinl.ing. If you fulfill th •••

their inner faculties,. and in the

:;i:;.::n~:~n~e.....:::r..:lbot~~i~
zation of Ra.icuri.... will b.
happy to .eceiy. the ..q ....t. of
tho.e who bel i.v. that _rthi.
n... and sincerity determine
tho right tor "n. to hCIVe such
wisdom; to them, a copy of "'The
Mastery of Lif... • a faseinat:ng
baol.. will begi_n without price;

requir ...... ts. are neat.. respon-

sible ... d haye a 3.2 grad.

R:;"a:~I.;:P.!: tht:i":ily EC;;~

~~~s~::at':::1. :r~d·.1!~b': ~:

ti ... (3-2354) to. interview. 89

FOR SALE

may wid... ,ou. scop. of Person.

i!":;-':~' S=~ S~~c.~· R~r::

Hi·Fi . _ .".tem ... d cam·
...._t.: McIntosh tun... - 13
_pe.; dual 1009 Tumtabl •• Arm

cruei ... O.d••, AMORC. San Jo.e.
Califomia. U.S.A.
91

T.!.•.f.:"',!q..ti!.

FOR REMT
55 .. 10 trail.r. logal for c .... Call and 0.1. for Jerry at 7-8133
10 p.m.
99

, " , t _ 6 ... d

==~i!:d .!::~n:itch~'Y!.':S

utllitl_ for $1.50 a ....... Ride.
F... __ with

0..0110101..

:;::!";.~:a.lt. Phon.6I"-6I:

HAMBURGER -

- 25c

shopping evening
- ju.t for man

CHEESEBURGER

3~

- ... d Bunnies

BAR·B·QUE

30c

HOT DOG

• 20e

will • •i.tyou
pe._ally

in

=.:.~=~~'LiI.":~:~ ':'tn ::

Met canditl..,. Contaet Matth.w
Lehn, Equality,lII. Ph. 276."252.

1----------.

-.;;90~

196.. Cap.i.l. Antelope, 1Sec.
Call "57·
87

..1200
n3. mil...
Gu __$350.00.
teod..

WANTED
Typing/sec'l at ham.. Highly
experienced.
Scripts.. env.,
business, form letters... Ditto
work.
Elsie- Myers, Orient,

Illinois. 932.5845.

81

196.. Sil"., Pigeon _tor .cooter
2 .eat.., centrifugal clutch. _unl..
1000 mile .. Onl, $150
$50
for an. month. Will throw in hat
for winter driYing. 457.2715. 93

do_.

4 PM TO 11 PM

HAM. -

30e

HAM & CHEESE

35c

GKii.LED c!-!!E!En
FISH·

.

... ...

FRENCH FRIES - - 20c
SHAKES & MALTS

-

Chocolote
Straw"'rry
Vanilla
POTATO CHIPS
ser'f'ed~

&l/pldta/f

~.),
~ ... .. ..
.. . . 711 ·5. UniversIty· .
,

,

,

.

25c

SOFT DRINKS
Coca-Cola
Pel"i Cola

Orong.
T..m

~':

.y.tem; R.y_ Automatic Car.
tri.... R.co....r: Salid Walnut
ancla.u... _ ai_at new ... d in
perfect c ..... lti..,. AI •• All_
C u _ Th.-. arg... con ... l.
...d three s.,._ate ...........y ..

SANDWICHES
JUMBO BUitSER - • • - 50c
HOT or COLD

FeU ..sl
B. MiII ...·s has set
aside 0 special

deadline.

paper, which is noon Friday.

LITTLE _ILLS DELIVERY SERVICE

For Men Only

Ih~

which is two days prior to publieG,ion, eJ(cept for Tuesday's
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Wolverines Impressive

Nation's TOl'-Rank Cage Teams
Start New Season Victoriously
By TED MEIER
Associated Press
Sports Writer
T~e University of Michigan
Wolverines, ranked No.1 in
The Associated Press preseason poll, opened the college.
basketball season impressively Tuesday night with a
92-70 romp against Ball State.
The fourth-ranked DaVidson
Wildcats,
the fifth-ranked
Duke nlue Devils and the
ninth-r<lnked San Francisco
Dons, the only other teams in
the Top Ten to sec action,
similarly got off on the right
foot.

Davidson came from behind to defeat Wake Forest
95-88, Duke whipped Virginia
Tech 98-6:J and San FranCisco
downed Oregon State 66-58.
Oregon
State's
setback
marked the coaching debut
of Paul Valenti for the Beavers. Johnny Olkham also suffered a defeat in his coaching
debut at Western Kentucky.
The Hilltoppers were upset
by nelmont, Te!"n., 52-50.
Other new coaches won their
first games. Notre Dame beat
Lewis 99-87 for Johnny Dee,
South Carolina downed Erskine :-6-59 for Frank McGuire,
Iowa tramped South Dakota
93-70 for R
Miller and

PICK '5

!\1:Jrquette drubbed St. Thomas 69-49 for AI i\lcGuire.
Cazzie Russell with 33
points led the l\1ichigan attack
that crushed Ball State. Big
6-foot-8 Fred Hetzel tossed
in 28 points as Davidson wiped
out an early lO-point Wake
Forest lead to down the Deacom;. Hack Tison's 2-t points
sparked Duke over Virginia
Tech, and Russ Gumina led
San Francisco over Oregon
State with 21 points.
Minnesota, expected to provide stern opposition for
Michigan in the Big Ten,
crushed South Dakota StJre
101-55. Kansas, the E:~Eight
f:Jvorite, beat Arkansab 65-60.

~----------~--~--
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ARNOLD PALMER

Injured Hand Slows Palmer
In Canada Cup Competition
KAA;\;APALI, lI.1AUI, Hawaii
(A P)-Arnold Palmer turned
up with an aching left hand
Wednesday on the eve of the
12rh International Canada Cup
matches, ..Ina the world's golfing nomads took heart that
there may be a chance of keeping rhe powerful American
team from irs fifth straight
yicror\".
"I think I must have bruised
a rendon or something," the
3-t-year-old Masters titleholder from Latrobe, Pa., said
after his first practice round
o'·er rhe Kaanapali course.
"I gur some medicine for it,
but it still pains when I hit
the ball."
Palmer and his U-year-old
partner, Jack Nicklaus, tee
off at 2 p.m. (CST) today
leading off the four-day, 72hole competition involving
hand-picked two-man teams
from 32 cour.tries, Hawaii and
Puerto Rico.

The site is the Royal Kaanapali Golf Course, 7,179 yards
of bright green earth nestled
at the foot of the we .. r Maui
mountain range.
Thirty-four teams from 32
nations, along with Hawaii and
Puerto Rico, begin the 72hole event over a course as
tough as the players have
encountered in the II previous
matches.
Palmer is representing the
United States for the fourth
time but the American ace,
who has won everything else
of national and international
consequence, has yet to win
this one.
The Yankees are favored,
but they are confronted With
stern opposition from spain,
which finished
second a
yea r ago; South Africa,
anchc.ored by Gary Player and
Canada's AI Balding and
George Knudson.

Hot-Shooting Salukis Smash
North Dakota State, 8~ ..50
(Continued from Page-tJ
they will have a good bench
to count on When needed. This
is shown by the fact that Lacy
and Frazier were tied for
second place in scoring for
Southern, as borh scored II
~oints.
sophomore c en t e r
Ralph Johnson was impressive
again ;IS hE: scored six points
a nd pulled down four rebounds.
Duane Warning, one of the
staners last year. also came
off the bench ro score seven
points and haul in seven rebounds.
Game scoring honors went
Spe~~

Cancelled
Because of Snow

to North Dakota State's Bob
Maier who had 23 point s.
Maier accounted for almost
half of his team's total and
yet didn't start.
The scoring attack for
Southern was very even with
George McNeill taking the
honors for the second time
with 12 points.
Southern hit on 36 of 92
shots from the field for 39
per cent, while the Bison shot
a cool 31 per cent, making
only 15 of 49.

AFL Attendance
Hits High Mark
NEW YORK -- The Ameri-

snowstorm in northern ~~n ~~t~t::~~:~eag~:c::~ s:~
lIIir,cis has forced cancella- 1.26:i,186 in 47 games as comtion of a lecture scheduled pared [0 the old mark of
for tonight.
1,241,741 set in a full 54Henry J. I~ehn, dean of the game schedule last season.
Schc.lol.of BUSiness, announced
The two clubs that have
W(..-<inesday night that the complered their home seasons
speech by Herrell DeGraff, have set new marks. New York
preSIdent of the American drew 298.9:-2 for seven hom.::!
Meat Institute, will not be games, compared t<1 103,550
giv(:JI because the speaker was last year at the Polo Grounds.
unable [0 make the trip to Buffalo drew
257,324 to
Carbondale from Chicago. __ - 'l09.';19 in 196:1.
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BABY BEEF SALE!

A(

u.s. Govem. Inspected Baby Beef

Round
Steak
LB.6ge

STORES
0PEN7DAYS A WHK
• A.M. t. 9 P.M.
Fresh Tend.r

Cut rite

Boneless Hams
Half or
lk
whole
LB.
7-

8

Fresh Ground

2

Hamburger

LB.6ge

Sirloin Steak
Fresh Tender

for

LB.5ge
First CL~. 3ge
Chuck Roast
Center f:~ 4ge
Club Steak

8ge

u.S. Gov. Inspected

NEW YACCUUM PACKED
MAYROSE ALL MEAT

'liIcin"••••elner.
LB.

49C
AG

2 ~:!. 31k
'7-

AG Fruit

Cocktail

Donald Duck
Orange Juice

2 for 4ge
1 LB.
Can

CoHee

AG

R.S.P. Cherries
D.lmante Cream Styl.

Corn 2
Pevely

for

61lt
7-

Delmonte 46 oz. can
Pineapple Grapefruit

33e

Crisco

FRE-ZERT
% Gal. 4ge

4~ OFF

3 8""7f

or

75e

3 LB. Can

Gold Medal
Flour 5 LB. Bag

4ge

Bananas
Always a heat!

FREE!

LB.

Elegant 22-K Gold

10C

DINNERWARE
Doz.

lCJc

Doz.

29'

New Crop
Large No. 36 size

Seedless
Grapefruit

3

FOR

35e

Oranges
Florida

Tangerines

I

